
Pureojuice - Naruto UK Drill

{chorus}

If you are not from konoha

And i sense your chakra

I'm bussin' my rasengan

Abandoned his gang

Slashed his headband

Akatsuki itachi

We wiped out his clan

And they cannot reanimate

They're genin to me

I'm used to them s-rank missions

My battle iq's like shikamaru

Immortal hidan, got turned to a victim

If you are not from konoha

And i sense your chakra

I'm bussin' my rasengan

Abandoned his gang

Slashed his headband

Akatsuki itachi

We wiped out his clan

And they cannot reanimate

They're genin to me

I'm used to them s-rank missions

My battle iq's like shikamaru

Immortal hidan, got turned to a victim

{verse 1}

A friÐµnd of a opp is a opp

Treacherous snake orochimaru

I killÐµd my close friend

Gave me mangekyou

Amaterasu if i look at you



Like madara he thought he was that

Guy sent him gates of death with my taijutsu

Ninjutsu or genjutsu thousand of skills like the senju

Bury opps in sand like gaara

I let the thing bang like deidara

Kisame my sword wet him up

I love go round there depleting chakra

Kurama demon when i see him

I humble ninjas hashirama

I wasn't sasori when he got dropped

But i play with the opps puppet master

{chorus}

If you are not from konoha

And i sense your chakra

I'm bussin' my rasengan

Abandoned his gang

Slashed his headband

Akatsuki itachi

We wiped out his clan

And they cannot reanimate

They're genin to me

I'm used to them s-rank missions

My battle iq's like shikamaru

Immortal hidan, got turned to a victim

If you are not from konoha

And i sense your chakra

I'm bussin' my rasengan

Abandoned his gang

Slashed his headband

Akatsuki itachi

We wiped out his clan

And they cannot reanimate



They're genin to me

I'm used to them s-rank missions

My battle iq's like shikamaru

Immortal hidan, got turned to a victim

{verse 2}

That drill got done with my kunai blade

I was gone in a flash minato

Rock lee if i drop that weight

Shinra tensei i'll cause them pain nagato

This beef is like ramen to me

I'm telling the chef arigato

Collecting their eyes like danzo

I see through the opps obito

I think i see me an opp byakugan

My bros kakashi if i attack a man

He copies like sharingan

What you know about jumping man?

Kage bunshin no jutsu one v gang

We're winning the beef so opps wanna

Swap sides like sasuke's rinnegan

{chorus}

If you are not from konoha

And i sense your chakra

I'm bussin' my rasengan

Abandoned his gang

Slashed his headband

Akatsuki itachi

We wiped out his clan

And they cannot reanimate

They're genin to me

I'm used to them s-rank missions

My battle iq's like shikamaru



Immortal hidan, got turned to a victim

If you are not from konoha

And i sense your chakra

I'm bussin' my rasengan

Abandoned his gang

Slashed his headband

Akatsuki itachi

We wiped out his clan

And they cannot reanimate

They're genin to me

I'm used to them s-rank missions

My battle iq's like shikamaru

Immortal hidan, got turned to a victim


